Approval ratings of Vladimir Putin between 2014 and 2021

While Vladimir Putin’s personal approval ratings have consistently been higher than
those of Russian governmental institutions, they have also started to dip downwards in
the last few years. The chart above visualizes this trend. As opinion polls are used by
those in power to gauge the societal mood, it’s undoubtedly true that growing represheavy-handed response is deemed necessary to hold onto power. Putin’s waning support
also shows that assertions of Putin’s perpetual reign or support that is autonomous of
anything happening within Russia do not ring true.

THE IMPACT OF SANCTIONS
AGAINST RUSSIA

extending to Russia’s economic situation, they primarily affect a narrow group of
“sanctions against Russia” is somewhat simplistic, if not misleading.
Eight years later, however, the world tends to forget the 2014 narrative of precision targeting and often expects the sanctions to show an impact on Russia’s broader economic
situation. While such an impact is visible – notably the deterrent effect on potential
foreign investors and the fact that Russia is trailing in technology – the impact is
indirect, which of course does not diminish its effect on the Russian economy.
However, it is above all the direct targets of the sanctions that should be examined,
analysing the behaviour of the individuals and companies subject to the sanctions. The
sanctions’ impact varies according to the extent that the sanctioned individuals need
to act in the context of international relations. Individuals who never travel outside
Russia may not perceive the sanctions as acutely as an oligarch with extensive relations
with the West. The impact of international sanctions on subjects with broader business
inform the West about their business and political rivals’ cooperation with the Kremlin,
in the hope of using the sanctions to damage the interests of their competitors. The
sanctions have a divisive effect among Russia’s elite and provide a tool for internal
power struggles beyond the possibilities of the local instruments used so far.

Sanctions divide the
Russian elite by providing
an additional instrument
for their internal power

Second, the deterrent effect of sanctions must be considered. In other
words, events that have not taken place are also an achievement of
the sanctions. It is likely the situation with violations of international
without sanctions regimes.

on technological innovation. The useful life of any technology can be extended, but
impact on the world around it, and this is how the increasing indirect impact of sanctions
becomes notable over time.

objective in days or weeks while sanctions take months to implement and years to have
an effect. Therefore a shift in the design of sanctions toward shorter-term, larger-scale
instruments could occur.

